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About This Game

Welcome to Tropical Island.

"But onii-chan, you're just some part-time bum, aren't you? On top of that, your age equals the years you've never had a
girlfriend, right?"

The player (that's you!) is a part-timer who lives an uneventful, boring life.

One day, you win the prize draw at the shopping district. The prize: a trip to an island in the south -- you decide to take a 30-day
vacation.

"I... want to make this a nice vacation...! I want to change myself in this trip!"

You decide to grow out of your dull, boring life and get a girlfriend.

"To get a girlfriend, you have to first get close with a girl! If you don't create a bond with one, then nothing will ever happen!"

On your vacation, you meet all sorts of girls, each of whom has something troubling them. You can talk with them, share a drink
with them, and go on a date with them.

"Let's make this a nice vacation."
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In this vacation, will you finally come out of your shell, and manage to make a girlfriend?

◆Game Part

The Liquor Game is a color-matching game! Memorization is key!
Clearing the blocks up top will make the blocks in the bottom float up!

Play your cards right and they'll strip...?!

◆Daily Part

Collect parts of the heroine's profiles and get to know them better!
Once you've formed a bond with them, go out on a date!

Genre: Southern Island Drinking Puzzle+Adventure
Art: Sayori

Programming: D.N.A. Softwares
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Title: Tropical Liquor
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Tentacle Games
Publisher:
Sekai Project
Release Date: 9 Mar, 2018

 a09c17d780 

English,Traditional Chinese,Japanese
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Damn shame this game seems to be selling badly. You can see that it was made with love.
It had some bugs on release but they seem to be fixed now. That's the te\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665al part.
As for the actual game part: it's good. You feel the rhytm, you play the rhytm. And the soundtrack? It's awesome. What makes it
even better is how the music builds up through the level. It's the same track, but different bits of it.
And charaters' dialogs are funny. Relly now, it's a good game.
Also, there's a demo, you should try it.. Visually stunning (and minimalistic) game. It's a puzzle game, with no tutorial or
anything, just a bit of text that explains something. It's not enough to even get started really. Anyway, most of the players will be
able to solve the first few levels with relative ease. By the time you'll hit sequence 4 things will become more difficult. From
that moment on it's more a matter of trial-and-error. You've been warned.

[Rating: 63/100]. After several attemts to play this game on multiple PC's I am convinced that it is broken. The game crashes
during the first loading screen every time. It is very unfortunate as to how many games I have purchased on Steam with this
same issue. Don't waste your time or money! If you ARE able to get the game to work, I would love to know if it is any good.
My suggestion though: Stay away!. This game is the absolute best game I have ever played when it comes to pvp action. I like
the fact that they took out 3rd person wall peeking out. You have to actually be peeking your head around the corner to see a
player around the corner, no more seeing them in 3rd person without peeking. Line of sight is everything in this game, and I
love this settup! Great job Devs, this game is 1 of a kind!. I thought 5 dollars was a little steep as well but then I discovered it is
difficult to find a compiled version of this game to run on windows. So considering all the work to make a piece of video game\/
roguelike history easily available I would say 5 dollars isn't a rip off if you like these kind of games. I have played a few hours
and I have to say this game is really fun. Similar to Nethack and the like except I have noticed there is more of a maze set up
rather than connected dungeon rooms and I think food just heals HP since I haven't had my character go hungry. There are also
no classes to choose from. So yeah 5 dollars is a little steep but so far I don't regret buying the game but I can only recommend it
to hardcore roguelike fans.
. Why you game What Ugrade up ST and DF and HP? Where Update not like Im dead Where Slime :(. Just amazing !
The League format is really cool.
Gonna grind those levels and workshop items :3

Keep up the good work !!. I like the vehicals!! The SHIPS are SO FUN TO DRIVE!!! I still wish they will add more maps
though! over all 6/10. I'm relatively new to VR -- only a few weeks. But I'm already impressed. This, though, is such a unique
experience. While relatively short, it's in my "must experience" list for demoing yet another possibility within VR - the
convergence of beauty, experience, and art. Wow! One review online that led me to this experience said it evokes the first time
seeing Disney as a child. I think that reviewer came up with a good way to convey the feelings evoked.
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Not interesting. Since I've only just gotten it, I'll play further at a later point and edit this review as needed. For now, I will say
that I sort of liked my time with Killers and Thieves, and while it has issues(Mainly the lack of tutorial, questionable
controls,and civilian/guards being incredibly simple), it is still decent, though very much overpriced for what it does at this
point.
Edit: Further playing reveals a much greater problem still- A complete lack of replayability. Once you've seen one or two
randomly generated maps, you've seen it all. There doesn't seem to be much more than that, not even story wise.
After a few more hours of trying, it feels very much like a flash game with a great concept and no substance. it's neat and has
potential, but it will never realize that potential and become great. Quite sad, but that's how many great concepts go.

My time with it is best summed up by analogy;
You get yourself a new bathtub installed, paid for it and finally want to use it to relax. You step in and the bathtub is too small
for you to fit in it, so you awkwardly stand in it trying to take a shower. Then you get a phonecall. The shower was nice, but it
only just started and now you're interupted. The phone call was someone trying to order a pizza with the wrong number. You go
back to your shower and try to enjoy it when you get called again. someone else trying to order a pizza. This repeats for a few
hours and you never get the water to heat up so you have to just take a cold shower and then you turn it off and go do something
else. All the while you're left thinking about the wonderful warm bath you've been promised.

Original review follows;
Killers and Thieves puts the player in control of a medieval thieves' guild, an interesting idea that might have needed a bit more
explaining and working out. As it stands, it is still worth looking at, but it does feel like it could have used a bit more thought at
a lot of points.

The story seems pretty good, but the day to day business of robbing places, training your thieves and selling loot feels like it is
lacking a bit and often feels clumsy and obtuse. The controls for your thieves are not very intuitive, and the stealth system not
regenerating any points once you've lost them makes it impossible to enter stealth again after being spotted.

But that is just one of the systems that feels too simple to me. Perhaps I just expected too much, but so far I've not yet found
any unique looking maps. Everything appears to be randomised, even the story missions I've found thus far. While it seems like
a lot of effort was put in the presentation, into looks and mood, into the story itself and the concept, it doesn't seem like this
effort was placed on connecting the story to the game. An early example is a story mission telling me to rob a place to put
pressure on someone, the map was randomly generated, so I just went in and stole a bunch of stuff. With multiple houses there,
I had no idea where I was supposed to go. But it turned out the answer was "Anywhere", as stealing from any of the houses
counted. Then in a the story afterward the man's house was robbed, yet I couldn't picture the house as everything seemed to just
be randomly generated.

While the graphics are good with a consistent, pleasant to look at style that isn't difficult to tell guards and loot apart from the
background, the sound is maybe a bit too simple, with music and soundbites seemingly repeated over and over. This got a bit
annoying after a while, which I found to detract from the general experience. They can certainly use more variety for the audio.

Guard AI, for a stealth based game, is fairly important. It is then sad that it is so simplistic. Guards seem to move at random, and
stand still at random. This means that if you're unlucky, you're going to be stuck in a room for a long time waiting for the guards
to move away. They often patrol in buildings randomly, wandering through bedrooms of slums and standing at random
staircases in the middle of a house. There doesn't seem to be any sense, which leads me to believe the guard patrols are probably
also randomly generated.

The RPG elements are slow, and you will need to level up a lot in order to get the training points needed to make your thieves
capable of doing their job properly, and even then there are often not many ways you can use the skills in the maps as they are,
even if you actively look for them. I like the idea of growing my band of thieves from poorly skilled randoms from the street to
a group of elite heisters, but the leveling up, learning of skills and trying to make thieves better just doesn't seem to matter most
of the time. Not to mention that it takes forever to get even the slightest upgrade.

It feels like they've had a great idea, but didn't really know how to turn it into a great game. So they got a story that seems good
so far, and they've made some gameplay for it. But they don't seem to have really made it fit well together with the story, and
the gameplay elements often appear to conflict in their goals. The numerous flaws in the game seem to break immersion quite
often, and the sheer randomness of everything makes planning impossible. Controlling four thieves at the same time with the
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clumsy controls means you're likely to just leave three outside and use one at a time.

I like the idea, I like the art, and it seems like a lot of work went into the story. But the gameplay feels lacking in many ways. It
is essentially the looting and exploration part of This War of Mine with slight changes to it, randomly generated every time and
with an overworld system that doesn't seem to really do much anyway. Many things regarding the gameplay feel like they've not
been thought about, leading to what feels like a patchwork of mechanics and systems that interact at times, but never truly work
together to provide a great immersive and challenging experience.
It is worth getting and playing at some point, and you may very well end up enjoying it like I do. But I can see that it has big
issues that would make it a frustrating and poor experience for many, so definitely do not get it at full price.. I loved this game.
Even though the story and dialogue are a little ho-hum, the puzzle design is great. If you are a fan of puzzle platformers
definitely get this one. Sort of like a 2D "Portal" with a bunch of small "test chambers" that you progress through and pick up
new gravity manipulation abilities as you go. Difficulty level isnt that hard unless you try to pick up every research cannister as
you go. Some of those are quite tricky but really make you think.

One of my favorites of 2014 so far!!. You can finally customise deez nuts. A short cool space game with an interesting time
progression system. Disks do work in the rec room computer, just fiddle with them a bit for some backstory that fits very well
with the environment. I thought the ending was exquisite.. the entire game can be complete within half an hour.

NO NO i didn't say that this was a bad game.
It's actually a fun game if you aim for the highscore run [all combo]

a simple game about fart jokes
+great music
+easy to understand mechanics
+COMBOS!

-lacking replayabilty but what's to complain for a 1$ game?

8\/10. White Mirror, more like this game is a pile of human feces. i hated every single horrible second i had to endure this sham
of a game, this was a guided tour with stock sounds and predictible jump scares that really only spooked the part of my brain
that gets♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥off., and thats the bottom line, because STONE COLD SAID SO.. Lackluster in about every way..
Game could be nice, but things that should be tested before release were forgotten. We played whole party ( 4 people ), spent
evening and even enjoyed process. We got 150k and finished playin. We log in today, we got all our equipment, we got our car-
projects, parts, old tyres and\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 But our account is 722 USD. Thanks a lot, whole evening
was for nothing. Car playground works as\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 feels like alpha-preview, on any PC with
any ISP. Try it, if you want to waste your money, your time and your brain cells, also you can feel
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed by some \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665s, who was dumb enough to think, no1
would find out, that game don't even match Early Access requirements.
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